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In response to the letter from Mr. Webster 11th March I am unsure of what submissions are
relative to the ongoing matter. However, having lodged an original objection to the Cambria
Development I have inserted a duplicate of that letter below. Please note that I have submitted
further comment in my conclusion.
 
“Glamorgan SB COUNCIL
14/06/18               
 
I hereby lodge an objection to the proposed development of Cambria Estate. There are many
faults but I wish to draw attention to the most dangerous long term disasters.

It is wrong for Australian Land/Properties to be  sold to the Chinese Communist Nation.
Despite the supposed control of this enterprise by an Australian registered Company the
fact is that it belongs to and will be controlled by the Beijing parent organization.
The building of a foreign town on East Coast Tasmania will be another step in the
COLONISATION BY STEALTH . This is typical of Chinese Government action world wide and
particularly in the Pacific region. This has already occurred in Tasmania on the NW Coast.
Land acquisition by Chinese (and other large foreign counties) should be limited to lease
hold.
Given the nature and size of Tasmanian population and distribution, a comparatively
massive development of foreign culture, language, population and facilities will be the end
of the existing historically developed society. At all levels the Tasmanians will be reduced
to serfdom and depend for existence on the fringe of elite domination.
If this development is permitted further large tracts of Tasmania will soon be Chinese
owned and the future of Tasmania jeopardized in terms of an Australian State. The East
Coast is particularly vulnerable to this attack. Eventually with population control, political
control, Chinese infrastructure and defense Tasmania may become another Taiwan but
having a lawful relationship with Beijing? Now is the time to gain control of the future
development not to allow exploitation.”

Whatever other matters are raised I maintain my opposition to the basic content of this
Chinese Government plan. I submit that in the nearly three years that have passed there has
been the beginning of Governments/Politicians becoming aware of the serious nature of
such intrusions. I submit that this knowledge lends substantial weight to my objection.
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